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A STUDY OF COOPERATING TEACHER BEHAVIORS WHICH
ARE COMPATIBLE WITH ESTABLISHED GOALS

OF TEACHER EDUCATION

Statement of the_Froblem

In the last decade schools of education have accepted the need for a longer

and better integrated field component for preservice teacher education students.

Rarely are students merely "farmed out" to area school districts for a little

practice in the classroom; now field experiences are systematic, carefully monitored

and Part of a logical sequence in the teLzher'preparation process. Field experiences

are also more comprehensive, including on-:.ite studies in school organization and

special services; as well as classroom instruction;

While schools of education are doing abetter job of designing and conducting

teacher preparation programs, there is evidence which indicates that cooperating

teacher behaviors are of such an uneven quality that the field experience can have

a negative impact on goals established by a school of education. Previous research

indiates-that student teachers view their cooperating teachers as the'ir most

significant socializing agents (10), and that the attitudes and behaviors of student

teachers shift toward those of their cooperating teachers by the end of the experi-

ence (8,9,14;16). There is evidence that the influence of the cooperating teacher

carries over into the beginning years of teaching (12). It is therefore clear that

if the cooperating teacher's goals are not reflective of goals established by the

sponsoring school of education, the teacher education process prior to student

teaching is effectively blanked out. Even worse is the possibility that a school

of education's efforts to improve public education through better teacher preparation

are for nothing; Salzillo and Van Fleet make that assertion:

The largest unvalidated segment of professional educationprograma_is the
studeht teaching area The only_function of student teaching which has
been identified_ by research studies is one of socialization into the prof68
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sion and into existing arrangements of the schooling bureaucracy. To
our knowledge, no study has shown concluSively that student teaching
haS any unique educational component other than assimilation. . Teacher
education institutions are, at least partially, defeating their own
purposes when student teaching is allowed to become simply an exercise
in adapting new personnel into old patterns. (13, P. 46).

Lacey (11) supports this assertion by stating that the more time students spend

in the field, the more conservative and rigid they become. In fact, Hoy and Reea (7) 4

found in their research that student Leachers became significantly more Lureau-

cratic in their views (e.g.; more conforming and impersonal) by the end of the

experience and concluded that "the forces of bureaucratic socialization seem strong

1
and efficient." (p. 25)

There are even those studies which show that schools of education which focuS

on II how 111 things are done, rather than "why;" tend CO encourage conformity to

existing school routines (2,5,6,15). Another problem is that, becpuse UniVerSities

must seek the voluntary cooperation of public schools in the assignment of student__
teachers, they can be excessively deferential to perspectives of district teachers

and administrators all in the name of good public relations. In most_caseS this

4k10may be appropriate; in some it is a definite problem.

Zeichner points out-thati_fox_these and other reasons, "WhatstUdents appear

to learn during field-based experiences is often in conflict with the expressed

intentions of thciSe in both the schools and universities...those experiences are

Often mtseducative rather than helpful." (17, P. 51)

Though the literature proposes a) the deVelopment of teacher education students

as "active agents" in their own professional development (17), and b) better forms

of educating prospective or current cooperating teachers (16), little haS been

written on the subject of compatibility; A few years ago there were articles and

books written which promoted a partnership of sorts between universities and public

school cooperating teachers, but the underlying premise in most of these tracts

was that of "senior partner" guiding the work of "junior partner." _The idea of

promoting a harmonious and equitable professional relationship between university

6
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and public school teachers was occasionally, mentioned in books on teacher centers (3,7

and in Michael Andrew's book Teacher Leadership: A Model-for Change (ATE Bulletin 37,
1974). (1)

It is the position of this researcher that correlating teacher education goals

with cooperating teacher behaviors requires more than a formalized partnership

conc,:pt; instead, there must be a deeply felt compatibility among university person-

nel and public school educators. This requires an empathic understanding by cooperatt
4 teachers of teacher education goals and a Sitilar understanding by teacher educators

of appropriate cooperating teacher behavitirS.

Objectives

The objectives of this study are to:

1. isolate and summarize specific goals and processes used in ESUIS
total teacher education progrAM,

det mine attitudinal and practica.behaviors of a random sample of
cooperating teachers through survey instruments and on-site obSer-vebion,

-a
3. compare ESU teacher education program goals and processes with atti-tudes and practiced behaviors of cooperating teachers,

identify areas of compatibility;

5; idehtifY areas of AI-Screpancy,mod

6; share findings and research design with other teacher educators throughpublications and Conf-rence presentations;

Hypotheses

These working hypotheses have been devised as possible descriptors of "compatible"

teacher education programS and cooperating teachers. They will be used in meeting

Research Objectives 1 and 2, primarily in the design of data-gathering instruments,

interview processes, and observational techniques; In that sense, these are hypothe7

theticaI guidelines used to direct the study proceps; rather than hypotheses to be

tested;



Compatible cooperating teathers:

- -can enunciate the basic goalg of a
university teacher education pro-
gram;

-can show evidence of continuing
perscnal and professional develop-
ment;

--are able to generate no fewer than
five substantive questions re-_
garding a sufficient teacher edifi-
cation process;

-accept themselves as autonomous
personalities (striving.toward
"actualized" behaviors);

-accept themselves as professionally
autonomous; recognizing the insti-
tutional hierarchy in dynamically
positive ways (rather than as pas-
sive pawns);

- -actively participate in at least
one education enterprise as volun-
teers, where such voluntary par-
ticipation is not a ccndition of
employment, official recognition
or promotion;

--are well organized in the sense
that papers; schedules and activi-
ties proposed by the university
sponsoring the student teacher
are- arranged- in a-sys-tematIc
manner;

--perceive themselves as beingwell
accepted by professional peers and
supervisors;

--can enunciate personal Philosophies
of teacher etlucatiOn Which are eval-
uated as competent by a team of
professional teacher educators; and

--can enunciate no fewer than fiVe kinds
of behavior whitb, should. be a direct
result of a cooperating teacher's
influence;

. 4

Compatible teacher education programs:

-thoroughly and continuously communicate
basic program goals;

- -use campus superVisors (models) who
show evidence of personal and profes-
sional development;

--can clearly enunciate the nature of a
sufficient teacher education process;

--ac- cept the worthwhile nature
as a profession;

of teaching

_ _

--accept and advocate the continuing im-
provementof,all public edbeation pro-
grams; including teacher education;

--sponsor professors and administrators who
arc dynamically involved in many aspect

of public education;

- provide materials, instructions and per-
sonnel which encourage the use of sys-
tematic. student teaching procedures;

campus supervisors (models) who can
counsel cooperating teachers; when neces-
sary;

--use campus supervisors who can enunciate
educationalpurposes and procedures of
public education (the appropriate grade
level or discipline) which are evaluated
as competent by a team of classroom
teachers; and

--use campus supervisors who can enundiate
no fewer than five kinds of behavior
which should be a direct result of,earIy
lion-campilis experiences in teacher education.

8
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JUStification for the Study
;b

The justification of this study, AS'a research effort which is broader in.

scope'han mere evaluation practices or curricular development, is that teacher

education must have field components Which are compatible with on-campus components.

appropriate change in the field, or'on=campus, there must be a betterTo cause an

understanding of appropriate cooperating teddhe'e behaViers. When these behaviors

vreknOWnithereisbetterscreentngandtraihiri-g, Of those public school teachers

willing to sponsor student teachers: Outcomes of thiS and Similar research can

positively affect many teacher education progrAti8,And Or6Vide a conceptual fraMework

For better campus-field cooperation;

Procedures and Evaluation

Mrs. Ann Eldridge was employed to conduct most aspetts of the:research program.

She haS experience as a practicing public school teacher and cooperating teacher, and

holds the Master of Science in Education degree
o

An instrument and low -up procedures were prepared'to examine perspectives

_
of cooperating teachers and university supervisors selected to partiqi in the

research project. Procedures for selection of participants Were. datermined after

preparation of the-instrument, and the determination of its validity and reliability

via established techniques.

A procedure WAS then established wi ch-ls64at-es-mad_stmmarizes specific goals

and processes actually applied in ESU's total teacher education program The know-

ledge attitudes and behaviors of ESU teacher educators were assessed via interview.'

.1

Fifty-nine current cooperating teacher-participants were selected by a committee

of university supervisors. Selection criteria were established by the tommitteei

though an even distribution across grade levels and subject areas were indicated as

preferred.

Nineteen full-time ASU faculty members involved in the cond'ict of the field-based

Compete:it Of the teacher education program were st ected by the' Emporia Teacher Council
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Selection criteria were establis'ied by the Council (an organization containing many

public school teddhers); though an even distribution of representatiVe grade levels

and subject areas were indicated as preferred.

The instrument and follow-up proCedures were then administered assess

cooperating teacher and university supervisor perspeetives. Data were treated and

conclusions drawn via an informal means of assessing significance. No effort was

made to statistically analyze such preliminary data.

Duringj.he fall semester of 192 the committee of university supervisors and

Emporia Teacher Council will review the adequacy o ,,procedures and clarity of results.

The possibility of additional research will he discussed.

Findings

Through interviews with individuals and groups at both public school and uni-

versity levels it was established.that general goals and outcomes relate' to teacher

educatiOn were frequently unclear. Uhiversity goals tended to be broken into seg-

ments, depending on such considerations as subject field; projected job descriptiOil,

and grade level. The same perception tended to be true among public school edu-

.catOrt, that.the goals of teacher edutation were greatly dependent on specifics:

reading, special education; mIadle school, elementary school self-contained cla'ss-O

room; etc. It was concluded that; with no value judgment involved; there are no

eagilv identifiable goals which are For ;ill who to become Leachers;

is doesn't the re are no common goals at all; it me r ly meows that independently

constructed goals are rarely coalesced into a single statement applicable to everyone.

This condition makes the-work of a Professional Laboratory Experiences office

quite difficult; as it is the responsibility of personnel in that office to articulate

university goals to the public schools, and then attempt a merging of university and

public School perceptions on appropriate o "tcomes. With this in mind; the question-

naive was developed and validated, and distributed to public school respondents

10
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throughout the reglon .ad to unlyersttS, supervistitS: on the ESb campus.

The questionnaire, WhiCh ranbe found-dn'pages22 through 27 in the ApPendixi
WAS designed as a forced-Chttice instrument rather than a scaled; open-ended type;

. .

ReSpendents ranked three theides, which creates a cleatet picture of. perceptual

tendencies than would have been the case with a,scale of 1 to 5; or even 1 to 10.

The data were treated by breaking respondents into four categories:

1. Elementary Teachers: all who teach in grades K through 6

2. 'Secondary Teachers: all who teach in grades 7 through 12:

3. Teacher Educators: all who are assignedasfadulty membersin;or are
sponsored by, ESU's DiViSien Of Administration,'
Curriculum and Instructi6n

_ 1

4. Subject Educaa tors: all who are assigned as faculty members in other ESIY
departments, but who are at least partially responsible
for a portion of the teacher education program

"FirSt" choices were tallied And categorized in one of the four types shown above'.

Resblts Were then presented on a Sheet containing three bar graphs; each graph

representing "first" choice percentages in each of the respondent categories; TheOe
sheets are designated by quetiOntiaire item number, and can be found on pages 28

thriAigh 53 Of theAppendix.

atialyzation of the bar graph sheets reveals these findings:

tom
AppendixNumber Analysis
Page Number

1 Subject educatorstend to emphasize knowledge of subject matter, 28while teacher educators stress teaching methods:' Classroomteachers, both elementary and secondary, emphasize classroom
management skills as beingimost important to student teachers.

2 There is a general agreement that understanding children or 29adolescents is more important than planning skillg abd teacherSelf confidence, though subject educators tend to vreW plan-
ning skills as very important.

3 There is general agreement that a knowledge of teacher rights 30and responsibilities is more important than knowledge of
School law, district organization or professional teacher
Associations.



Item
Number

4

5

Analysis

Classroom teachers agreed with teacher educators that know-ledge of curriculum organization is more_important than
knowledge of educational philosophyorhistorY, but subject
educators tended to view educational philosophy as being
:more important than curriculfun;

There was some agreement that a knowledge of group dynamics
is important, though many elementary teachers Stressed know-
ledge of exceptional children; and subjecedUCators empha-
sized educational testing.

It was generally agreed that a freshmanlevelCourse; with
observation, was preferable to observation only, or documented
previous experience with children;

7 _Secondary teachers tended to approve of the idea of methods
- classes taught by public school personnel, while university
educators thought they should be taught by university instruc-tors. Elementary teachers tended to feel that field obser-.

vation was more important than methods classes.

9

Subject educators tended to feel that eight weeks of student
teaching was suffitieht; teacher educators and public school
educators Agreed that SiXtoen weeks of :student teaching was
better than either an eight week program or fifth year ihtern-ship;

While elementary teachers were almost evenly split on this
item; secondary teachers believed students should be taught
economic realities in the remuneration of teachers; while
university educatorg believed that they should bd told of
the professional Stature of teaching as a career. Few
selected the valuable Service teachers perform.

10 There was general_agreement that cooperating teacher training
should occur in the field, rather than on campus,

11 As toprioritiesref university-based teacher eduCatora; a
majority of public school teachers felt that student teacher
visits were most important, though a signifitent minority
agreed with university educators that teaching on-campus
classes is most imp-orant. Very few chose research as a
top priority.

12 All regpondents_felt that continuous dialogue_betWeen uni-
versity_and;publie school educators was moreimpOrtant than
professional association meetings or professional_Writingi
thongh a minority of subject educators chose the latter' two
categories.

Appendix
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AppendqcNumber -Analysis Raga-bludha

13 In choosing_ cooperating teachers, all believed that a
provenly effective past experience in the classroom is
most important, though a significant minority of subject
educators selected knowledge ofsubject matter as being the
most significant criterion. A few secondary teachers and
teacher educators thought teaching load was a primary
consideration.

14 Elementary- teachers and a significant minority of secondary
teachers thought university supervisors should know most
about Classroom management techniques; while teacher
educators and a slight majority.:of subject educators
believed that a knowledge of current teaching methods was
most important. A knowledge of recent classroom innovations
was considered significant by a weak minorityia all tote=_
gories except teacher educators, who disregarded it entirely.

15 There was a definite difference of opinion regarding the
preparation of university personnel for student teaching
supervision. A slight majority of subject educators wanted
a training session sponsored by the university;fewer said
they could rely on their own knowledge and experience.
Teacher educators Split evenly in the selection of those
two categories,_ While secondary teachers were strong in
their opinion that time spent in public school classroom
observation was the best means of preparVion. A few more
than half the elementary teachers agreed'with their secon-
dary school counterparts, while a third thought a formal
training session was best.

16 General agreement was indicated regarding_the number of
supervisory visit: Roughly a third_of_the respondents
checked "at least ...ice," while a majority Selected "three
or more times."

17 Feelings about a public school /university exchange program
is definitely mixed; but a plurality of- secondary teachers
and a majority of others chose "on a volunteer baSiS as time
allows."

18 There was a very definite agreement by all categories
that cooperating teachers should have the temperament and
desire to work with student teachers, as a top consideration.;
A distant second wastheqjility to be organized, with-smooth
personal and professional lives; rarely selected.WaS accept-
ance by professional peers and supervisors.
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i9 In the selection of cooperating teachers, a majority of 46
secondary teachers indicated_that the building principal should
have the responsibility, While ,a majority of elementary teachers
said professional colleagues -are bett tuit,!d to make that de-
cision. University personnel were split on this point; though
a significant minority indicated that the university should
select cooperating teachers based on performance record.

20 On a key item related to the purpose of this study, there
was considesple agreement among university personnel and
elementary teachers that student teaching is meant to system-
atically guide_student teacher- progress through offering
oppOrtUnities to take responsibility, and to evaluate -in-
structional behaviors. Though a_significant minority of
secondary teachers agreed with_thit concept, a solid majority
expressed the opinion that student teaching is to offer ex-

-perlences-which-areptical__"reit-V school operations. No
respondent felt that student teaching was the sole respdElf=-
bility of the university, to the extent public school: person-
nel were to merely follow instructions.

21 Another key itemrelatedtO the putpoie:of this study
revealed a significant difference Of opinion betWeen public
school teachers and. university superVitort; A_majority of
public school teachers said that ttudent teaching is for
the purpose of providing ow-the=job training for those who have
already acquiredbasit teaching_akillt, While a Majority of
university supervisors said it is to Offer assistance as young
teacher candidatet struggle_to acquire appropriate teaching
skills; No university people selected the category which
indicated that studentteaching_thould screen for qualifi-
cations, but a few public school teeth-erg thote that item.

22 Strong agreement was shown that detititint About student,
teachers made by cooperating teachers should -be influenced
most by their own knowledge,_ experience and particular class:
Few in any category chose "advice from university supervisors/
policy" or "school district pcility.".

23 Only a fewuniversity_respondentS thought_ that the student
teaching_office Should be solely retOontible For assigning
stUdent teachers; theothers_were alMott evenly divided as to
whether it should be done jointly between the student teaching
office and public school administtatiOn, or some kind of
selection "committee:"

24 ; With regard to teacheradmissions, opinions were split except
with a_majority of subject edutitteirt, Who felt the most impor-
tant criterion should be a student't performance in an area
of specialization; a strong minority of subject educators, and
a majority of teacher educators,_thosd personal_ characteristics
as most important; Public school_edUtatott split- somewhat
evenly on all categories, the third being overall academic
standing.

14
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Item Appendix_
Number Analysis Page Number

25 Student evaluation should not; according to most respon- 52
dents, depend on student commitment to teaching. Uni-_
verSitY people tended to believe that ability to operate
as_a professional educator was significant; while public
school teachers were somewhat inclined to choose "student
ability to guide learning." A strong minority in every
category also selected the latter two choices; so general
agreement is indicated.

26 The cooperating teacher and university supervisor should
share evaluation responsibilities with regard to student
teacher progress and ability. University supervisors and
elementary teachers agreed on that point, as did a small
majority of secondary teachers. A very significant minority
of secondary teachers felt that evaluation was the sole re-
sponsibility of the cooperating teacher.

Conclusions

It is concluded that there are similarities of perspective among the four

groups of educi.,tors, especially in the following areas:

1. It is important fOr student teachers to have a good understanding of
Children and adolescents._ (Item 2)

53

2. The rights and responsibilities of teachers is an important professional
relations consideration. (Item 3)

3. A freShMan level program is recommended, and it should include both
coursework and observation. (Item 6)

4. Cooperating teacher training should be field based whenever possible.
(Item 10)

Continuous dialogue_between university and public school personnel is
considered essential. (Item 12)

6. Cooperating teachers should have a provenly effective past experience
in the classroom. (Item 13)

7; SAjrvisory visits by university personnel should be made often; (Item 16)

Cooperating teachers should haVe the temperament and desire to work with
student teachers. (Item 18)

DeciSionS_AbOUt.StUdent teachers made by cooperating teachers should be
influenced most by their own knowledge; experience and particular class;
(IteM 22)

15
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10. student teachers should be evalUa-ted on the basis of theii- ability
to guide learning and Operate as professional educators. (Item 25)

11. Evaluation of student_teachers should be a responsibi=lity shared byboth cooperating teacher and university supervisor. (Item 26)

Dissimilar points of View between public school and University educatorsdre.these:

University visors

Emphasis on knowledge_of subject
matter or teacher methods

2. Emphasis on teaching on-campus
classes as .a primary responsi-
bility of university educators

3. Student teaching is to offer
assistance as young teacher_
candidates struggle to acquire
appropriate teaching skills

-PUblid School Teachers

Emphatis_on classroom management
VS skills (Item 1)

VS

Emphasis on university personnel
visiting student teachers (Item la

Student teaching iS tiii-the=job
training for_thoSe Who have already
acquired basic teathiiig Skills

VS (Item 21)

4. Emphasis On preparat ono un
Versity personnel for student
tea-Ching supervision should_be
a_traihing session sponsored by
the Utiversity or a reliance On
their own knowledge as educators VS

. Emphasis on methods classes taught
by university personnel VS

6. Univertity supervisorsshould
have a knowledge of current
methOdS Of teaching with some
knowledge of classroom manage-
mett_techniques VS

niversity
personnel forstudent teacher
supervisibt should be through an
observatiOh_period'in public school
classrooms (Item 15)

Emphasis on field_ experience--
elementary--a methods class taught
by public school personnel (Item 7)

University supervisors should have
a knowledge of ClagetoOM management II
techniques -and some knowledge of
current methods of teaChing (Item 14).

Dissitiler points of view betwelm elemen.tary and secondary public schooleducators are these:

Elementary. Teachers

A cooperating teacher should h4Ve
a good performance record as
assessed by professional colleagues VS

Secondary _Teachers-

A cooperating teacher should have a
good perforMance record as assessed
by building principals (Item 19)

16



Dissimilar points of_viewbetween secondary teachers (as a group); and
elementary teachers; teacher educators and Subject educators (as a group) are
these:

.Elementary Teachers; Teacher
Secondary Teachers Educators, Subject Educators

Student teachers should be given
experiences which are typical of
"real" school operations

13

StUdent teachers should systematical
be guided to successful outcomes
by Offering_opportunities to take
responsibility -and to evaluate

VS instructional behaviors (Item 20)

Dissimilar points of view between elementary teachers, secondary teachers and
teacher educators (as a group), and subject educators (as a group) are these:

Elementary Teachers; Secondary
Teachers and Teacher Educators Subject Educators

Student knowledge of curriculum.
organization

_
Student knoWledgeof educational

VS philosophy (Item 4)

Sixteen weeks of student teaching Eight Weeks of student teaching per
per grade level or subject field VS grade leVel or subject fieldjltem 8:

_Dissimilar points_ofview_between secondary teatherS _WI a group), and
steacher educators and subject educators (as'a group) are these:

Secondary Teaehers University Educators

Emphasis on the remuneration of EalphaSiS on the- professional
teachers VS stature -of teaching as a,career

(Item 9) '

.

.

Dissimilar points of view between elementary teachers (as a group) and
SUbjedt educators (as-a group) are these:

(The majority of all foor_groOpp felilhat h knOWJedge pt group dynamics
is important; but the following diatinction is considered significant) ,

Elementary Teachers Subject Educes -tars-

Emphasis on knowledge of eiceep- Emphasis on knowledge of.edii-
tional children VS rational testing (Item 5)

Dissimilar points of view between teacher educators and subject educators are
these:

Teacher Educators subject Educators

Student teachers ahOUld be
selected for the program based
Nt-

12

Student teachers should.beselected
for the program based on their per7
f.:.7manae In In 11-..1 SF ATii4lizati!ln



A mixed response was recorded on who should assign student teachers:

HoWeVer, there was agreement that it should be A cooperative effort involving

either university and public school administrators Or a selection committee

including cooperating teachers; student teaching office and public school

administration; (Item 23)

A mixed response was also recorded regarding an exchange program between

university and public school educators: some felt it Should occur not at all;

some, felt it ought to be on a volunteer hasis as time allows; fewer felt that

it Should be once a year for all involved in teacher edUcation;' (Item 17)

Recommendations

The previous co4 usions offer the Opportunity to-make two types of recom-:

.mendation regarding standard teacher education programs:

a; revisions in current practice, and

b; areas in which additional research would be useful:

Suggested revisions in current practice:

1. All who serve as university
SUOervisors'for student teachers should

Participate in a formal training program.,

2. The central purpose of student teaching should be clear, to all partici-'

pating in the program; and continually reinforced:

3; A Spirit of openness should preVail among university superVisotS and

cooperating teachers, particularly with regard to student teacher

eValuations.

University supervisors should get into public school classrooms often,

and should probably be recent classroom teachers themselves;

Methods classes should not be solely the responsibility of university.

faculty members; as public school teachers can also playa significant

role in such programS;

a
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Suggested additional research:

1. Though there are.marked differences of opiniOn Among and between all

four groups analyzed; the group most significantly Unique in its per-

Spetti e is that categorized as "subject edUCatetS. No conclusion is

itoM this; as majority opinions aren't synonymous with "right'"

opinions. It would therefore be useful to determine reasons for this

-----group':; tendency toward unique perspectives; and evaluate what effect

those views would have on the practice of pub/Ac edutAtien if Such

concepts were actually implemented.
Ct.

2 The on-going argument regarding the comparative importance of subject

knowledge and tea-chink methods skill surfaced in this study, and is no

doubt eligible for even further research effort.,

3. Research to determine a workable technique for university educators to

obUiih recent public school .classroom experience, and06blic school

personnel to work in higher education; is recommended.

4; An effort should be made to clarify, in succinct terms; .specific and

on-going goals of teacher education. This may not require a research

approach as much as a developmental effort, but at present there is rarely

a statement or concise seriesof statements which address essential skills

and knowledge areas required of all who are certified as public School

teachers. Instead- we find a multitude of.nebolous statements pertaining

only to secondary, or elementary, or special education, or social studies;

and so on. As important as these statements might be, the central focus

is lost in a thicket of specialxzed categories-which may be understood by

university faculty members much more readily than the public School

practitioners asked to assist with field experiences; flood communication
_ .

between UniVetSity, and public school personnel requires a dynamic dialogue

on goals whi-ch are easily recognized and acted upon; This task must not

19
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be delegated to a university field experiences
office; it should incorporate

the efforts of all who have a professional interest in teacher education.

a
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EMPQRIA STATE 'UNIVERSITY_ IESU_
1200 COMMERCIAL / EMPORIA. KANSAS 66801 / TELEPHONE 316'343'I200

Dear University Educator:

The Office of Professional Laboratory Experiences is pleased to have been
awarded .a 'research grant in teacher education. Our goal is to identify
areas of difference and bompatibility between public school and university
educators.

The enclosed survey form is beingset to cooperating teachers who have had
attiVeit teachers, and to university people Who either teeth or supervise
stmt teachers. Your role in this venture is essential qealizing the
deManda on your time, we have attempted to make the survey simple to answer
and easy to return: It would require no more than 20 minutes-to complete.

The lea-jilts of this survey will be used to further promote the level of
cattainication between public sdhobl and University educators; nese data
should help guide activities student teachers experience before t field
eatigtiMent, therefore upgrading the ovetall teadher preparation program.This is a good opportunity to influence the future of teacher education..

The EMporia Teacher Council was asked to identify well.-spalified university
educators. You were selected by this council, so we are emer to receive
your responses.

The results of this survey will be available to you. e will comduct
follow-up interviews with several of the respondents, at which time you
may further expand on your viewpoints.

Thank you for your interest in teacher education.

OZ.1 ZAW

f"tzt*X-

Enclosure

Ann M. Eldrldge, PeBrch Assistant

Office of Professional Laboratory Experiences

An EouI Oonomovi.-1mtanwAr Aga 41.1
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ENAPC)RIA STATE ES91200 COMMERCIAL / EMPORIA. KANSAS 66801 / TELEPHONE 316-343-J200

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION, CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION:

Dear Public School Educator:

The Office of Professional 1.aboratory Experiences is pleased to have been
awarded_a research grant in teacher education. Our goal is to identify
areas of difference and compatibility between public school and university
educators.

The inclosed survey form is being sent to cooperating teachers who have had
student teachers, and to university people who either teach or super4ise
student teachers. Your role in this venture is essential. Realizing the
demands on your time, we have attempted to make the_survey simple to answerand easy to return. It would require no more than 20 minutes to complete.

The results 9f this survey will be used to further promote the level of
communication between public school and university educators. These data
should help guide activities student teachers experience before the fitld
assignment, therefore upgrading the overall teacher preparation program.This is a good opportunity to influence the future of teacher education.

4e_chose a committee of university supervisoiis to identify a number of
well-qualified public school teachers assurvey_respondents. You were
selected by this committee, so we are eager to receive your responses.

The results of this survey will be avail able to you. Wt will tOhdbet
follow7up interviews with several of the respondents., at which time you
may further expand ot your viewpoints.

Thank you for your interest in teacher education.

Sinc

rt E vay, Dirett

Enclosure

I

Ann M. Eldridge, Research Assistant

Offi of Professional Laboratory EXperiences
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Name
P

School
Grade7Subject4

PERSPECTIVES ON TEACHER EDUCATIC-

2;

Please react to each statement in this survey by ranking available responses i throughA-
3. ,Feei free to comment on any of the items. Number indicatta highest priority;

Example:

professors of education should have completed:

2 at leaat three years of public school teaching experience at alevel commensurate with their professional assignment
1 at_Ieast three years of public 'school tea-Ching in a variety ofsettings and grade levels

at leait three years of varied pUblic school teaching jobs and twomore years as a school administilltor
Commeq:

I; Basic-goale of any goad utiliersity teacher education program should include thestudent's

knowledge of subject tatter_
.expertise in teaching methods
Classroom management skint-

Comment:

,

Other_esaentiaI goals of a good university teacher
idUcation program shouldinclude the student's

pelf confidence
planninesskiiis
undefatanding of children or adolescents

Comment:-

3. Supporting goals of a g d iihiversity teacher education piogram should includethe student's °
-

knowledge of schooi law and district organization
knowledge of teacher rights Andiresponsibilities
knowledge of profeisional teacher associations

Comment:

1



4. Foundation goals of a good university teacher edOcation program should inCludestudent knowledge of

educational history
educational philosophy
Curriculum organization

Comment:

0

5. Psychological_ understandings provided by a good university teacher edUcationprogram should include student knowledge of

exceptional children
group dynamics
educational testing

Comment:

6. Good teacher educatiom programs ought to include

a freshmanittiphomore level course Which includes information and. bservationfreshmaniatiphoMore observation--MoClass or seminarOf at least 30 clock hourdocumented eVidencei provided by freahManisnyhomores,
or previous,experienceswith ehildri;U (netiv.; not pnnuiv0

Comment:

7. Good teacher education programs should also include

junior level ObServation of at least 100 Clock hours-methods classes taught primarily by university persbrin01_
methodi classes taught primarily by publit schOol personnel

Comment:

8. SUfficfent teacher edocatiOn programs should include

8 weeks of student tearchIng per grade level or subject field'--7 16 weeksof student 'teaching per grade level or subject fielda fifth year paid internship

C mment:

27
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9. University teacher education programs ought to emphasize

the valuable service teachers perform for society
economic realities invblved in the remuneration of teachers
the professional. stature of teaching as a career

Comment:

10. University -based i ucation programs should

sponsor on-campus inservice education programs for cooperating teachersprovide field-basedinservice pregtAMS for cooperating teachersmake Cbrrespondence courses available to cooperating teachers

Commen t:

11; An important function of university professors in teather education is to

visit student teachers often
teach on-campus classes
conduct research on teacher edircation

Comment:

12. University teacher educators ought to ettphd6iie

continuous dialogue with public school educators
regular attendance at professional meetings
professional writing

Comment:

SupervisorS of student teachers who represent the university Should be chosen.on the basis of

a provenly effective past experience in the claSsroom
their knowledge of subject matter the student teacher will be teachingthe time they have available in proportion to their teaching load

14: Uni'ters:'cy scpersors should have a kiicidledge of

classroom management techniqueS
current methods of teaching
recent classroom innovations

Comment:

24



15; UniVersity supervisors should be prepare. for their role by

a training_ session sponsored by the university
an observatien_period in thepubliC_SChools to get a_feel for the classroomrelying upon their own knowledge and experience as edUtatoia

Comment:

16. Visits to student teachers from university
supervisors should be made

as needed
on a regular badia, at_least_tWiCe
on a regular basis, three times or more

Comment:

17; As a means of promoting understandingbetween_pUblic and university educationprograms, an exchange program (changing teaching roles) should take place
not- at all

on a volunteer basis as time allows
once a year for all those involved in teacher education and SUpervision

Comment:

a

18. Quality cooperating teachers should haVe as an important perSonal trait
the temperament and desire to work with student teachersthe ability to be well organized, keeping their personal and professionallives running smoothly
a perception of themselves as well accepted by profes ional peers.r.nd supervisors

Comment:

19,; An important professional Characteristic of a good cooperating teacher should be

a good performance record as assessed by building principalsa good performance record as assessed by prefessionalcolleagUeSa good performance record as assessed by university personnel

Comment:
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20. *Public school cooperating teachers should

systematically guide Stiident teacher progress through offering opportunitieSto take responsibility; and to evaluate instructional behaviorsgive student teachers experiences which are typical of "real" Sthbol_operationsfollow instructions of university personnel via publications and visits

Comment:

21. A responsibility of public school cooperating teachers ought to

the screening of student teachers as to their qualifications for classroomteaching
the offering of assistance as young teacher candidates struggle to acquireappropriate teaching skills
to provide_ on-tbi=job training for those who have already acquired basicteaching skills

Comment:

22. Public school cooperating teachers should make decisions about their studentteathert based on
.

school diatrict policy
-

AdVice from university
superViaors/universitY- policy

their own knowledge, ekptiences and particular class:-
-
Comment:

23. Assignments of student teachers to specific cooperating teachers should be made

by the university student teaching office
jointly by the university and public school administrationby a selection committee including the cooperating teacher; universitystudent teaching OffiCe and public school administrators

Comment:

24. Selection of students for the student teaching program should be based on

overallhtidemic standing
personal :characteristics
performance in an area of specialization

Comment:

30



25. Evaluation of a student teacher should be based on-

student-commitment to teaching.
student ability tooperate_asa professional educator
student ability to guide learning

Comment:

25 The responsibility for evaluation of a student teacher should be with

the cooperating teacher
the university supervisor
cooperating teacher and university Supervisor together

Comment:
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Goals and-PrOteaaes

The goals and processes used in the total teacher education program__At Emporia State University are included in a self study conducted in 1980,in preparation for the Kansas State Department of Education. They are listedin two sections, one for elementary education and one for secondary education.

Students prepared in elementary education must demonstrate satisfactoryattainment of the following:

- An understanding of the psychological development of children.'

- An understanding of exceptionalities in children.

- An understanding of the foundations and areas of the present curriculumin the elementary school.

- An awareness of the professional relations in which the teacher becomesinvolved.

Familiarization with methods of teaching developmental reading in the
elementary rchool.

- Familiarization with methods of teaching the language arts in theelementary school.

- Familiarization with methods of teaching the social studies in the
elementary school.

- Familiarization with methods of teaching sciences in the elementary school.
- Familiarization with methods of teaching Mathematics in the elementaryschool.

= Fainiliarizati ith the role of the elementary school teacher by meansof actual observation and participation in the elementary school classroom.
- Student teaching in an elementary school classroom for a one semesterperiod of time.

Students prepared in secondary education must demonstrate satisfactoryattainment of the following:

- An understanding of the relationships between psychological principals
and the educative process.

- An understanding of the present status of secondary education, nature
Of the learner, role of the teacher, role of sulject matter.

- Familiarization of the.personalities of the student and teacher i needs
of each other and methods of planning presentation.

- An awareness of the current and potential status of public school
teaching as a career and the school as an institution in society.

- An understanding of the purpose: and functions of school guidance programs.
- An understanding of the theory and construction of tests, statistics
and systems of grading.

=- Familiarization with the roleof_the secondary school teacher by means of
actual observation and participation in the secondary school classroom.

- Student teaching in'a secondary school classroom for a one semester
period of time.

.
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SubStahtive Comments by SUrvey Respondents

Subject Educators

Many felt that on items 1 and 2 all 3 choices were extremely important.
Sbme expressed a_desire on items -6, 7 and 8 to have Student teachersdd 8 weeksof student teaching as juniors and then 16 weeks in each subject field.
pri item 14 many felt the three responses could not be Separated.

SUbject educators strongly felt they needed a training session sponsored bythe university Uteiti 15)

Item 23 brought comments ranging ft-cm "We should have a list.ofcoopetatingteachers we can truSti" to "the subject area should be represented on Selectioncommittee."

Leacher Educators

Items 1 anti_ - brought agreement that all three chOitea.were' important.
Item 7_7 brought

responses_which indicated that methods instructors should hiveexperience in the classroom at the level the course covers.

Item 8 - comments indicated strong opposition to 8Week student teaching assign-ments - shouldbe 16.

Items-10, 11 and 14 had several comments indicating all three` Choices were im-portant;

Item - elicited emphatic comments from teacher educators ranging from "Ifuniversity instructor wanted to teach 3rd grade he Would have stayed in ele=mentary school" to "many of us would not be realistic about today's students"to "at least once every 3 years we should spend at least a semester in a Schoolsetting."'

Elementary_ Teachers

IteImS-1 and'2 - elementary_teathers_feIt all 3 answers were equally-iMportant.however strong comments made AbOut can not teach subject matter if can notmanage tlassroom" with a few strong_commentS (from upper elementary) that"need more subject matter training."

Item 6.= brought responses Which indicated that--early experiences in the class-room Were important to "weed out the uncertain."



ri

El-etentary Teachers Cont.

Iteiu several responses saying uninterruzed 16 weeks (Perhaps 8 primaryand 8 at intermediate) . 8 weeks elementary and.8 weeks special education
or subject area are not enough. Some interest was expressed in the intern-
ship (perhaps for the "weak" student teacher).

Item9 - strong comments that the rewards of teaching "Certainly are not
economic and Status non-existant."

Comments were made supporting a field-based course in_superki8ion 0 however
making it required met with expressed opposition.

Elementary teachers (Items 13 & 15) feel univer3ity supervisors shOuld spendtime in public schools (at least within the last j yaw and sh(....'d' (Item 10_
visit student teachers frequently or not at all-.

Items 1A8-and-19- - comments were made that all 3 are important.

Item-23 - elementary teachers think screening should he done long before
student reaches student teaching experience;

Luems-22 and 24 - several commented that all 3 items were iMportant.

Secondary _Teachers

A few commented on item 1 - that all three were important, however there were
Strong opinions that plenty of subject matter was taught but the students
needed management skills.

Several comments_on iteth. 6 = thJlt this should be planned on individual basis,
however; the student should be given credit for the ObSetiMtion.

. _

Strong comments on item 7_= that 100 clock hours would be too long and that
most student teachers felt methods_classes taught by university personnel
are "aimoSt worthless" they are "out of touch;"

Item 8 brought mixed responses to paid internship - some thought dta great
idea - others said it would_deter the good ones who were ready to teach much
earlier; Comments expresSed de-sfrO to have student tencherS uninterrupted
time - no matter how loiig that was, 8 weeks was not enough.

On 1mm 9- strong feelingS were expressed that since teachers are leaving the
field for better pay, the low salary must be a part of an honest discussionwith students.

Item-14 brought strong responses that university supervisors Should have a
knowledge Of_"what's actuallygoing on in the classroom" and many responses
that university supervisors need to teach in the public Sehool (response to
it=ems 11, 15, 16 and 17) this was a strong and freqUent theme for this group.

k
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Secondary Teachers Cont.

Dissatisfaction.wasexpressed on quality and freque-ny visits made to
student teacher oft-item 11.

StrAdent: teachers should be better screened before they -come out - "Public
SchK.ol children should not have to suffer. This was in response to item-2L
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Cooperating Teacher Behaviors_Which are Compatible
with Established Goals of Teacher Education

January 29; 1984\

Stuart Ervay, Director of,Profes-
sional Laboratory Experien,:.e.3.

Emporia State University,
Emporia, Kansas 66801

(316)343-1200

I. Primary Problem with Most Student Teaching Programs: cooperating teacher
behaviors are of such an uneven quality that the field experience can have
a negative impact on goals established by a school of education.

A. Cooperating teachers are the most significant socializing agents for
student teachers.

1. Student teachers are introduced into the school bureaucracy.

2. Assimilation is the only verifiable outcome of student teaching.

3. Cooperating teachers have much mare influence on student teachers
than university personnel.

4. Student teachers are made to be passive agents during the field
experience rather than real contributors to their own professional
growth.

B. Research shows that attitudes and behaviors of student teachers shift
toward those of their cooperating teachers by the end of the experience.

1. Student teachers tend to become more conservative and rigid.

2. Student teachers become more bureaucratic (e.g., more conforming and
impersonal).

C. Schools of education which work closely with public schools may begin
emphasizing the "how" rather than the "why" of public school functioning.

1. Existing school routines may not serve educationell enough to per-
petrate them through field-based "practice teaching" activities.

2. Simple "practice teaching" in the autonomous atmosphere of a'public
school classroom may serve neither university nor professed public
school goals for education.

II PARTNERSHIP as a Solution to Problems with Student Teaching Programs

"Partnerships" rarely work because they involve a senior artner working
,

with a junior partner.
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III. COMPATIBILI:l' as a Solution to Problems with'Student Teaching Programs

A. This requires the reduction of game playing, or superficial forms
cooperation.

. An empathic understanding by cooperating teachers of teacher education
goals; and a sin'lar understanding by teacher educators of appropriate
cooperating teacher behaviors,are essential.

IV. Researching the COMPATIBILITY Approach

A. ESU research sought to identify differences in perspective which overtly
or covertly separate those mot responsible for thesuccess of a student
teaching program.

.. Researchers:

1. 'rotated and summarized goals and processes used ESU's total
Lecher education program,

2. determined attitudinal and practiced behaviors of a random sample
of cooperating teachers through survey instruments and on-site
observation,

3. compared ESU teacher education program goals and proceLses with
attitudes and practiced behaviors of cooperating teachers,

4. identified areas of compatibility, and

identified area; of discrepancy.

C. Research respondents at ESU and Emporia-area public schools were:

1. elementary cooperating teachers (K-6)

2. secondary cooperating teachers (7=12)

3. teacher edycators (faculty members in the College of Education)

3. subject educators (academic department teacher educators...Methods)

V. Findings in the Research on COMPATIBILITY

A. Basic goals of teacher education:

Subjcct educators tend to emphasize knowledge of subject matter, while
teacher educators stress teaching methods. Classroom teachers,.both.
elementary and secondary. emphasize classroom management skills as
being most important to student teachers.

B. Other basic goals:

There is a general agreement that understanding children or adolescents
is more important than planning skills and teacher self confidence, theft*
subject educators tend to view planning skills as very important.



C. Supporting goals:

There is general agreement that a knowledge of teacher rights and responsi-
bilities is more important than knowledge of school law, district organization
or professional teacher associations.

D. The place of foundations studies:

Classroom teachers agreed with teacher educators that knowledge of curriculum
organization is more important than knowledge of educat''nel philosophy or
history, but subject educators tended to view educational philosophy as being
more important than curriculum.

. :The 1:6ace of psychological studies:

There was some agreement that a knowledge of group dynamics is important,
though many elementary teachers stressed knowledge of exceptional children,
and subject educators emphasized educational testing.

F. Program essentials...early courses:

It was generally agreed that a freshman_level course, with ObterVatiOn,_
Was preferable to obserVation only, or documented previous experience with
children.

G. MethotIs classes/intermediate observation:

Secondary teachers tended to approve of the idea of methods classes taught
by public school personnel, while university educators thought they should
be taught by university instructors. Elementary teachers tended to feel
that field observation was more important than methods classes.

H. Student teaching configuration:

Subject educators tended to feLl that eight weeks of student teaching was
sufficient; teacher educators and public school educators agreed that six-
teen weeks of student teaching was better than either an eight week program
or fifth year internship.

Program emphases:

While elementary teachers were almost evenly split on this item, secondary
teachers believed students should be taught economic realities in the
remuneration of teachers, while university educators believed that they
should be told of the professional stature of teaching as a career. Few
selected the valuable service teachers perform.

J. Cooperating teacher training:

There was generil agreement that cooperating teacher training should occur
in the field rather than on campus.



K. Role of university supervisors:

As to priorities of university=based teacher educators, a majority of
public school teachers felt that student teacher visits were most
important, though a signficant minority agreed with university
educators that teaching on=-campus classes is most important. Very
few chose research as a top priority.

L. Role of university teacher educators:

All respondents felt that continuous dialogue between university and
public school educators was more important than professional associ-
ation meetings or pro essional writing, though a minority of subject
educators chose the latter two categories.

M. Choosing university supervisors:

In choosing cooperating teachers, all believed that provenly effective
past experience in the classroom is most important, though a significant
minorityof subject educators selected knowledge of subject matter as
being the most significant criterion. A few secondary teachers and
teacher educators thought teaching load was a primary consideration.

University supervisor expertise;

Elementary teachers and a significant minority of secondary teachers
thought university supervisors should know most about classroom management
techniques, while teacher educator: and a slight majority of subject
educators believed that a_knowledge of current teaching methods was most
important. A knowledge of recent classroom innovations was considered
significant by a. weak minority In all categories except teacher educators,
who disregarded it entirely.

0. University supervisor training:

There was a definite difference of opOon regarding the preparation of
university personnel for student teaching supervision. A slight majority
of subject educators wanted a training session sponsored by the university;
fewer said they could rely on their own knowledge and experience. Teacher
educators split evenly in the selection of those two categories, while
secondary teachers were strong in their opinion that time spent in public
school classroom observation was the best means of preparation. A few more
than half the elementary teachers agreed with their secondary school
counterparts, while a third thought a formal training session was best.

P. Number of supervisory

General agreement was indicated regarding the number of supervisory visits.
Roughly a third of the respondents checked "at least twice," while a majority
selected "three or more times,"
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Q. Exchanging roles...university/public school:

Feelings about a public school/university exchange program is definitely
mixed, but a plurality of secondary teachers and a majority of others
chose "on a volunteer basis as time allows."

R. Personal traits of cooperating teachers:

There was a very definite agreement by all categories that cooperating
teachers should have the temperament and desire to work with student
teachers, as a top consideration. A distant second was the ability to
be organized, with smooth personal and professional lives; rarely
selected was acceptance by professional peers and supervisors.

S. Professional characteristics of good cooperating teachers:

In the selection of cooperating teachers, a majority of secondary teachers
indicated that the building principal should have the responsibility,
while a majority of elementary teachers said professional colleagues are
best suited to make that decision. University personnel were split on this
point, though a significant minority indicated that the university should
se7ect cooperating teachers based on performance records.

T. Role of the cooperating teadher:

On a key item related to the purpose of this study, there was considerable
agreement among university personnel and elementary teachers that student
teaching is meant to systematically guide student teacher progress through
offering opportunities to take responsibility, and to evaluate instructional
bei..aviors. Though _a significant minority of secondary teachers agreed with
thin concept, a solid ma4ortty expressed the opinion that_ student_ teaching
is to offer experiences which are typical of "real".school operations. No

respondent felt that student teaching was the sole responsibility_Of the
university,,to .the extent public school personnel were to merely follow
instructions.

U. Guidance of cooperating teacher:

Strong agreement was shown that decisions aouut student teachers made by
cooperating teachers should be influenced most by their owr knowledge,
experience and particular class. Few in any category chose "advice from
university supervisors/policy" or "school dist ict policy."

V. Assignments to cooperating teachers:

Only a few university respondents thought that the student teaching office
should be solely responsible for assigning student teachers; the others
were almost evenly divided as to whether it should be done jointly between
the student teaching office and public school administration, or some kind
of selection "committee."



W. Admission to teacher education:

With regard to teacher admissions, opinions were split except_ ith a
majority of subject eduL4tors, who felt the most important criterion
should be a student's performance in an area of specialization; a strong
minority of subject educators, and a majority of teacher educators,
chose personal characteristics as most important. Public school
educators split somewhat evenly on all categories, the third being
overall academic standing.

X. Evaluation of student teachers:

Student evaluation should not, According to most respondents, depend
on student commitment to teaching. University people tended to believe
that ability to operate as a profeStional educator was significaRt,
while public school teachers were somewhat inclined to choose "student
ability to guide learning." A strong minority in every category also
selected the latter two choiceS, so general.agreement is indicated.

o

Y. Responsibility for evaluating student teacher:

The cooperating teacher acd university supervisor should share evaluation.
responsibilities with regard to student teacher progress and ability.
University supervisors and elementary teachers agreed on that point,
as did a small majority of secondary teachers. A very significant
minority_ of secondary teachers felt that evaluation was the sole
responsibility of the cooperating teacher.

VI. Conclusions in -the Research on COMPATIBILITY: findings indicate that the
compatibility factor can be increased between schools of education and
personnel in host public schools by making five changes in current practice:

A.,Establish and conduct an extensive training program for all who serve as
universitysupervisors.

B. Directors of student teaching programs should make absolutely clear to all
program participants the central purpose of the field experience, accomplished
via written and oral communication; the importance of that purpose should be
underscored by a no=nonsense demeanor.

I. Cooperating teachers, student teachers, and university supervisors
appreciate clearly establi- ed and communicated directions.

2. The central purpose should be reviewed occasionally by a consortia of
university and field practitioners, and adjusted as necessary.

C. A spirit of openness snould ordvail among university supervisors and
cooperating teachert.

I. Open dialogue is initially and continually the responsibility of
the university supervisor.

2. Initial training and inservice activities are the only techniques
through which a director can be sure dialogue is occurring.
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. Supervisors need to be in public school classrooms often and recent
public school teaching experience would be an asset.

E. General and specific methods classes should not be solely the responsibility
of university faculty members, as public school teachers can also play a
significant role in such programs.

VII. Most Significant Impression Gained from the Research on COMPATIBILITY

Deans of education need to examine their programs for weaknesses in the
bridge-building apparatus. Is a-rigorous, complete and well-coordinated
pre-student teaching programinke to a solid and well managed field
experience?. 'Compatibility may be the result of the five actions recom-
meqed above but those actions'cannot occur unless time, money and effort
are made liberally available. Trying harder in this era of renewed public
interest in_education requires allpf.us to-be less parochial in-our profes-
sional perspectives, and that effortaust'begin in the schools of education.
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